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Characters: 

Giovanni: (Child) 

Giovanni (Adolescent) 

Giovanni (Adult) 

Signor Baptista 

Signore Baptista 

Signor Mondani 

Colombino 

Arlecchino 

Maestro (Pantalone) 

Dottore 

Leandro 

Isabella 

Fiorinella (Child) 

Fiorinella (Adolscent) 

Fiorinella (Adult) 

Doge 

Franciscan 

Priest 

Brother Sexton 

 

Townspeople, Singers, Dancers 

 

Sequence of Scenes: 

Prologue Title Curtain 

Scene I Sorrento Marketplace 

Scene II  Commedia Play- Townsquare 

Scene III Backstage; Giovanni Joins 

Scene IV Farewell to Baptistas 

Scene V In the Country; Giovanni Performs 

Scene VI By the Ocean; A Lesson of Gifts 

Scene VII Backstage; Giovanni’s Farewell 

Scene VIII Traveling 

Scene IX Doge’s Palace 

Scene X On the Road; Franciscan Brothers 

Scene XI Aging 

Scene XII Rejection and Denial 

Scne XIII Christmas in the Church 

 

Produced by the permission of Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, and Tomie de Paola. 
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Prologue 

 Stage preset with Title Curtain: "The Clown of God. An Old Story." Golden ball rests in pool of 

light DSL. Whitebird sleeps in proscenium window above SR. GIOVANNI asleep in SL 

proscenium portal. Sound of tambourine rattle and house lights out. ARLECCHINO leaps in front 

of curtain SL carrying tambourine. He gestures to curtain, bows. He rattles his tambourine, 

slowly raising it above his head, straightens in his posture and strikes tambourine with his left 

hand. Abrupt bow as curtain falls to floor. Light blackout on curtain fall. ARLECCHINO drops 

tambourine onto curtain. Orchestra. Pool of light up immediately on ball. approaches as 

Gregorian chant begins in the distance. ARLECCHINO slowly, almost reverently bends and takes 

the ball in his hands. Curtain glides offstage. 

MONKS: ADORAMUS TE, CHRISTE 

 EMMANUEL REDEMPTOR 

 SANCTA MARIE, AGNUS DEI 

 AV E 

 AVE MARIA 

 ALLELUIA MARIA 

  

ARLECCHINO:  (As MONKS repeat verse.) Hear the men of gentle voice 

As this April day' s begun 

Sing together - all as one - 

Proclaiming to the world: "Rejoice!" 

(Orchestral chords. Monastery bells and birds singing. Rose-

colored dawn illumines cityscape in background.) 

Dawn is breaking in the sky 

Raise your heads now; look about! 

(GIOVANNI stirs. His hand reaches for the sun, then relaxes.) 

Eyes toward heaven, let us shout  
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And greet the golden sun on high. 

(ARLECCHINO tosses the ball into the air, pirouettes, and catches it. 

Another deep bow and up.) 

Buon giorno! 

(He exits quickly. ) 
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Scene I 

Rooster crow. Orchestra and calls of the morning marketplace as TOWNPEOPLE appear. WOMAN 

shoos GIOVANNI from doorstep; the beggar child gathers his little rug and bag of possessions as 

stage fills and song begins.  

CHORUS:  SORRENTO 

  IN MERCATO SORRENTO 

  VENDO E  

  SARO CONTENTO 

 

MEN:  SARO CONTENTO   WOMEN:   

  E CANTARO-AY 

  VENDANO 

  VOGLIO COMPRARE 

  PANNINI, SPINACE, OGLIO  SORRENTO 

  BURRO E CIPPOLE 

  STAMINI OGGI    VEN- 

  BONA LIMONE    DI- 

  VA BENE     AMO 

  VUOLE ORANCIO    FIORI  AH! 

  E FORMAGGIO 

  FRUTTA BENISSIMA   FRUTTA BENISSIMA 

  E VERDURA     E VERDURA 

  VENDO     AH, AHH  

  VENDO     GRAZIE, AH, AHH! 

 

CHORUS:  SORRENTO 

  IN MERCATO  
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  AH, AHH 

  SORRENTO 

  IN MERCATO SERRENTO 

MEN:  BENE! 

  (All repeat to “Vendo”) 

CHORUS:  DENARO, DENARO 

  AH-AH-AHH! 

  LE REGAZ BUFFO PICCOLO 

  DENARE, PROVARE DENARO 

  NO HA DETTO CHE 

  VOGLIO VENDARIO 

  CHIE VENDARIO 

  HA AUGURI BRUTTO 

WOMEN:  CHE COSA HA, HA, HA 

MEN:  DOMANDA DENARO 

CHORUS:  ABBIAMO NIENTO DARAYO! 

GIOVANNI has been begging and is finally sent away. CHORUS reprises Verse One again as 

SIGNOR MONDANI, an old bread peddlar, slowly makes his way through the bus marketplace. At 

"Frutta Benis” singing stops as two BOYS runs through and trip MONDANI, causing 'him to 

tumble. His bread spills about the stage and Chorus laughs, then ignores him. GIOVANNI comes 

to his aid and gathers the spilled bread for the old man. SIGNOR BAPTIST steps through and 

observes for a moment. 

MONDANI:  Grazie, Giovanni. 

SIGNOR BAPTISTA: Giovanni ! (The boy freezes) Giovanni, what are you doing? I 

thought you worked for me, eh? (GIOVANNI is about to explain. 

) Never mind him; old W a n i ' s beyond help. Care along 

now, you're late. (SIGNOR BAPTISTA grabs GIOVANNI by the back 
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of his tunic and begins to drag him over to the produce stand. 

GIOVANNI bends down and tosses a final piece of bread into 

MONDANI’S basket. MONDANI and GIOVANNI share a gesture of 

friendliness and MONDANI exits.) Here's the boy, Mama. 

SIGNORA BAPTISTA:  Giovanni, where have you been? 

SIGNOR BAPTISTA: Naw that we're all here, maybe we can get to work before 

everyone else leaves, eh? Go ahead, llama. (SIGNORA 

BAPTISTA takes a soup kettle and bangs upon it with a spoon. 

Small crowd begins to gather as GIOVANNI takes his little rug and 

spreads it on the ground. ) Ladies and gentlemen: attenzione, 

per favore! (Aside to GIOVANNI. ) Ready, Giovanni? (The boy 

nods. ) Bene.  

BAPTISTA’S DAUGHTER tosses produce to GIOVANNI: one, two, three. GIOVANNI  juggles and 

crowd murmurs in approval.) Who will buy? (As SIGNOR hawks his wares, people select 

zucchini, tomato, eggplant, etc. When they indicate what they want, GIOVANNI tosses it to them 

and DAUGHTER replaces the vegetable or fruit without missing a beat. CROWD presses in around 

the boy; produce fills the air. CUSTOMERS clear and produce stand is empty. GIOVANNI stands 

alone for a moment, tossing a single piece of produce from one hand to another, alone. He shrugs, 

tosses his juggling tool onto the stand and takes a little wooden bowl from under the counter and 

sits DSR. SIGNORA BAPTISTA goes to him with her soup kettle. 

SIGNORA BAPTISTA:  (Filling his bowl. ) Hungry, Giovanni? 

GIOVANNI:  Si, Signora. A little. 

SIGNORA BAPTISTA:  There you are. 

GIOVANNI:  Grazie . (Brief pause.) 

SIGNORA BAPTISTA:  Well? Mangi, Giovanni; eat! (He eats a spoonful. ) 

GIOVANNI:  Molto bene, S ignora. 

SIGNORA BAPTISTA:  Best soup in Sorrento! 
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SIGNOR BAPTISTA:  (Calling. ) Eh, Lucia . . . 

SIGNORA BAPTISTA:  -Si, Papa. Have some more. Papa's going to join you. 

She ladles more soup into his dish then moves US to stand as SIGNOR BAPTISTA fills his bowl 

and moves DS. He sits next to the little boy. 

SIGNOR BAPTISTA:  So. Giovanni. How are you today, eh? 

GIOVANNI:  Bene . (Pause. ) And you? 

SIGNOR BAPTISTA: Me?  Oh -cosi, -cosi; no complaints. (Smile. Pause. They eat.) 

Giovanni - I've been meaning to talk to you . . . about your 

work. . . . (GIOVANNI is about to explain why he was late.) Now 

don't worry; you've been doing good. Bringing us a lot of 

business. But Lucia and I have been thinking . . . wondering 

if maybe you might like to get a little more "involved" in our 

business here. Do you know what I'm trying to tell you? (He 

doesn't. SIGNOR BAPTISTA pats his knee and GIOVANNI sits on it.) 

Lucia and I are asking you to join the family, Giovanni. Like 

a son. What do You say, eh? You'd have a place to live . . . 

decent clothes . . . you wouldn't have to beg . . . 

GIOVANNI:  I don't mind begging. 

SIGNOR BAPTISTA:  What? 

GIOVANNI:  I said "I don't mind . . . " 

SIGNOR BAPTISTA: I heard you; I heard what you said. Now I know you think 

you have it nice and all: you're young, you've got a good 

arrangement here with old Baptista, no one telling you what 

to do. But you'd better think ahead, my boy. 

GIOVANNI:  Sono contento, Signor. 

SIGNOR BAPTISTA looks into the boy's eyes. Pause. 
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SIGNOR BAPTISTA: (A sigh. ) Si. Little Giovanni: happy and free as a bird. (He 

chuckles.) Will you think about it? 

GIOVANNI: (Standing. ) I will. Grazie, Signor. (He moves US to stand and 

trades bowl for his rug and bag.) Goodbye, Signora Baptista. 

Thank you for the soup. 

SIGNORA BAPTISTA:  Ciao, Giovanni. See you tomorrow morning. 

GIOVANNI starts off.  

SIGNOR BAPTISTA: Hey! Giovanni! (The boy stops and turns. ) Don't you be late 

any more, eh? (He tosses an apple to GIOVANNI. The boy 

catches it, waves "ciao" and dances contentedly off as lights 

fade to Blackout. ) 
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Scene II 

Music transition. In the blackout, full crowd laughter between musical phrases. Lights rise to 

reveal commedia dell'arte stage in townsquare. CROWD gathered around; GIOVANNI clings to a 

pillar extreme DSR to get a better look. ARLECCHINO is posed alone on commedia stage. 

ARLECCHINO: Colombiiiina! Colcanbina! (To audience. ) She's late, and there 

is not a moment to lose! If Colombina does not get the 

golden ball away from Il Dottore . . . (Audience : "uuggh" ) my 

master Leandro will not be able to marry his own true love: 

the beautiful Isabella. (Audience : "aaahh" ) Oh dear! If that 

greedy Pantalone . . . (Audience : "uuggh" ) gives his 

daughter's hand to that old fool Il Dottore . . . (Audience : 

"uuggh" ) all is lost! 

COLOMBINA: (Offstage . ) Arlecchino! (Enters and looks for ARLECCHINO. ) 

Arlecchiiiiino! (Audience applauds. ) 

ARLECCHINO:  Colombina ! 

COLOMBINA:  Oh! There you are! 

ARLECCHINO:  Where have you been? It's almost time for the wedding. 

COLOMBINA: I've been with Il Dottore, (She kisses ARLECCHINO three times 

and squeals with delight.) 

ARLECCHINO:  Did you get it? 

COLOMBINA:  Did I! (Audience laughs. ) 

ARLECCHINO:  The golden ball! 

COLOMBINA:  Oh. That I didn't get. 

ARLECCHINO:  Why? 

COLOMBINA:   I couldn't find it. 

ARLECCHINO:  Did you check everywhere? 

COLOMBINA:  Everywhere, believe me, everywhere. (Audience laughs. ) 
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DOTTORE:  (Off stage. ) Colombina?! 

COLOMBINA: Oh, no! It's Il Dottore! (DOTTORE enters. Audience groans in 

disapproval.) 

DOTTORE:  Where is that saucy little vixen? 

COLOMBINA:  Who, me? 

DOTTORE: Si, you! What have you done with the golden ball? (He spanks 

her with his slapstick. ) 

COLOMBINA:  Il Dottore, I don't know what you mean. 

DOTTORE:  Oh yes you do; you think it when I wasn't looking. 

COLOMBINA:  When? 

DOTTORE:  Then. 

COLOMBINA:  Oh, -then. (She giggles shyly. Audience laughs.) 

DOTTORE: I saw a woman's hand reach out and grab it, (COLOMBINA 

grabs his slapstick. ) 

COLOMBINA:  You should've stopped it. 

DOTTORE:  (Reaching lecherously for her.) I was busy. 

COLOMBINA: So was I. (She slaps DOTTORE’S fingers with slapstick. Audience 

laughs. DOTTORE takes slapstick back.) 

DOTTORE:  Then who . . . 

PANTALONE: (Entering. ) Il Dottore? (Arms open to embrace. ) Il Dottore, my 

new son-in-law! (ARLECCHINO and COLOMBINA gag. Audience 

laughs. ) 

COLOMBINA:  That's no choke. (Audience laughs again. ) 

PANTALONE: The hour of the wedding has arrived. Give me the golden 

ball and Isabella is yours. 

DOTTORE:  (Weeping) Oh, Pantalone! I don't have it! 

PANTALONE:  What?! Where is it? 
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COLOMBINA:  I didn't take it! 

ARLECCHINO:  She didnft take it! 

PANTALONE:  (To ARLECCHINO.) You'd better find it! 

RUFFIANA:  (Entering.) I took it! 

PANTALONE:  You? Who are you? 

ARLECCHINO:  My master Leandro's mother : Ruffiana . 

RUFFIANA:  Il Dottore's wife: Ruffiana. 

ARLECCHINO, PANTALONE, COLOMBINA:Il Dottore's wife?! (Audience gasps. ) 

ARLECCHINO:  (To DOTTORE. ) You old devil! 

COLOMBINA:  You naughty man! 

PANTALONE:  You're already married? You may not have my daughter! 

DOTTORE: Wha . . . why . .. I haven't seen you in twenty years. The 

shipwreck. You look different. I thought you were dead. Are 

you? (Audience laughs. ) 

PANTALONE:  Ruffiana…the golden ball . . . 

RUFFIANA:  I gave it to our son, its rightful owner. 

DOTTORE:   Our son? I'm a papa? (Audience laughs.) 

RUFFIANA: Our son Leandro! (ISABELLA and LEANDRO appear arm-in-arm; 

LEANDRO holds golden ball.) 

COLOMBINA: Isabella's one true love! (Audience applauds. DOTTORE holds his 

arms out to LEANDRO.) 

DOTTORE:  Son ! 

PANTALONE:  Son-in-law! 

LEANDRO tosses ball into air and PANTALONE catches it. Music. ISABELLA and LEANDRO kiss. 

Little FIORINELLA appears and hands ISABELLA wedding bouquet as TROUPE sings farewell song 

to audience. 

TROUPE:  RIDE, RIDE, COMMEDIA DELL' ARTE MIGLIORE 
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RIDE, RIDE, MERAVIGLIOSO BUF'FO SPETTACOLO 

ARRIVIDERCI,A PAGLIACCIO 

COLOMBINA ANCHE ARLECCHINO 

  TEMPO L’ASCIARE LE SOSPIRO, ADIO! 

 

  DIVERTIMENTO E FINE 

  COMMEDIA ADESSO FINE 

  VUOLE DARCELO TUTTO SOLDI 

  GRAZIE, ADIO 

  SPETTACOLO E FINE: ADIO! 

 (Individuals in troupe dance and bow. ) 

AUDIENCE:  RISPONDIMA: HA, HA! 

  LEANDRO E BELLO! 

  MI PIACE COMMEDIA 

  LA, HA, HA! 

PANTALONE:  Tutti! 

COLOMBINA and PANTALONE conduct AUDIENCE in reprise of song as others in Troupe descend 

into audience to greet and collect money. At end of song, all freeze except Colombina, who tosses 

wedding bouquet out into the audience. GIOVANNI catches it, hops down from the pillar, and 

runs DSC. 

GIOVANNI:  This is the life for me! ( All burst into action. GIOVANNI runs US 

through crowd as lights fade to Blackout. ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




